RHINO COIN & CORNUEX MNARANI HOLIDAY RAFFLE (“COMPETITION”)

By entering the Competition and/or accepting any prize, all entrants and winners agree to be bound by
the terms and conditions below (“Rules”).
1. How to Enter:








The Competition starts at 08:00 on 01 November 2018 and ends at 08:00 on 28 February 2019 (“Period”).
The Competition is open to all persons of 18 years and up who registered on www.cornuex.com by using a resort
staff member’s promotional code or the promotional code made available, and having transacted on the website
by purchasing at least one Rhino Coin during the Period.
For further information on how to register and transact please refer to https://www.rhinocoin.com/how-to.php
Multiple entries are allowed and every Rhino Coin purchased during this period will constitute one entry.
The winner will be selected at random by means of a lucky draw, which will take place on, or before, 14 March
2019. The judges’ decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into.

2. Prizes:





The Prize consists of a Mnarani Club stay for two people sharing, for nine (9) nights in a Garden Room, and
includes return Johannesburg/Mombasa flights on RwandAir and airport transfers | The prize is valid for booking
before 31 December 2019 and occupation before 28 February 2020 | The stay is on Half Board basis, which
includes breakfast and dinner daily. Guests can upgrade to Full-Board to include lunch at an additional R 150 per
day | Guests can upgrade to a Pool Room at an additional R 50 per person per night and a Creek Room at an
additional R 80 per person per night | Upgrade Fees are subject to change at any time, without any prior notice
(any such upgrades will be for the guests own account) | Accommodation is subject to availability at the time of
reservation | Prize includes two 'N' class tickets on RwandAir | Honeymoon Suite and gifts available on request at
additional charge, to be quoted (any such additional charges will be for the guests own account) | The prize is
made available by ACT Travel, Mnarani’s South African agency partner, and their Standard Terms & Conditions
apply.
The prize does NOT include: Yellow Fever inoculations (compulsory for Kenya), malaria precautions, all
motorised water sports, drinks and meals not specified, all items of a personal nature, e.g. laundry, passport
costs and travel insurance and all not mentioned above. Visas for non-South African residents are not included.

3. Organisers:



The promoters of the Competition are CornuEx (Pty) Ltd and Wild Side Creative (Pty) Ltd (the “Organisers”).
4. General:











The Organisers will validate entries by determining that registrants have transacted by taking up one Rhino Coin
from the public sell order book.
The competition will be overseen by an auditor and / or attorney who will certify the conducting of the competition.
The selected entry will, subject to the Rules, be declared the winner of the prize.
The prize winner will be contacted via phone on the number used for registration on Cornuex.com.
In order to claim the prize voucher, the winner must send an email to: promos@wildsidecreative.co.za within
seven days of being notified of winning, in order to claim their prize.
In the event of the Promoter not being able to contact the winner, after reasonable effort has been made to do so,
or in the event that the winner does not claim their prize within seven days of being notified, the Promoter
reserves the right to draw another winner, with the previous winner having no further claim of any nature against
the Promoter.
The prize is not refundable, not exchangeable and cannot be redeemed for cash. The organisers cannot
guarantee that the prize meets an entrant’s personal expectations.
In the event of a dispute, the decision of the Organisers will be final and binding and no correspondence will be
entered into.




The winners name will be disclosed on the www.rhinocoin.com website and the organisers may require a photo.
You have the right to decline the prize in order to preserve your privacy.
By entering this competition you consent to the promoter, or its appointed agent, processing your personal
information.



The Organisers reserve the right to terminate the Competition with immediate effect, without notice. In such
event, all entrants hereby waive any rights which they may have against any Organiser Party and acknowledge
that they will have no recourse or claim of any nature against the Organiser Parties.



The Organisers are not liable for any technical failure that may result in an entry not being successfully
submitted. Any prize accepted by a winner and their guest is done so at his/her own risk and the Organisers are
not liable, at any time, for any defect in the prize.
Direct all Competition queries to promos@wildsidecreative.co.za

